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Agenda

The challenge of measuring mobile marketing

How we used to measure

How to make decisions moving forward



Why measurement is key



How we used to measure UA 
and marketing efforts

Indirect Contribution 
(Organic)

TV Podcasts Google

Tiktok Influencers Snapchat Facebook
Direct Contribution 
(Direct Response)

App Store



Wooga’s Case: How to measure 
organic installs from TV Campaign

Tool: Causal Impact from Google 
(to predict organic installs)

Predict counterfactual a.k.a synthetic 
control using the past.

Attribute all 
organics to TV - 
Too optimistic

Standard a/b test - 
Not possible

1. 2.

Remove average 
level of organics - 
Seasonality & UA 
impacts

3.



Wooga’s Case: How to measure organic installs 
from TV Campaign

There is a clear lift 
in organic installs 
during campaign 
period.

During the same time
Paid installs increased due 
to Apple Search Ads and 
Google Adwords where 
organic installs are being 
attributed as paid. 

Also post campaign, 
we see observed 
long-term increase 
in the organics 
baseline.

1. 2. 3.



Wooga’s Case: How to measure 
organic installs from TV Campaign

Campaigns are 
ROI positive on 
direct traffic.

Positive, incremental 
ROI impact on Apple 
and Google Search. 
Additionally a 
decrease in CPIs on 
Paid UA.

Increased 
organic lift 
post-campaign 

1. 2.

3.



The challenges of measuring UA 
and marketing with iOS 14 

ROAS Retargeting Range of Targeting Options 

Bottom line: You are losing the 
ability to accurately tie 
Revenue to UA (channels, 
campaigns, ads & creatives…)



Measuring ROI Post IDFA - the alternatives

AggregativeDeterministic Probabilistic



Deterministic 

Use what you can know - actual data 

Use opted-in users, whose full 
data you have access to, to 
make decisions and predict ROI

Shift KPIs towards top of the funnel metrics : Optimize 
towards installs, which you can access through working 
with SKAdNetwork or through testing platforms



Probabilistic 

Use what you have to predict what you’ll gain

Use logic and proprietary algorithms to create 
predicted return on ad spend (pROAS)



Aggregative

Stop focusing on individual users, and focus on aggregated behavior

Analyze performance based on time 
series, user-agnostic performance 
using data that’s available rather than 
assigning individual trackers 

Essentially, the industry 
has to begin analyzing 
paid the way we’ve been 
analyzing organics



Aggregative Analyses

 

Pre PostOld baseline

Change in UA

New baseline

Organic Impressions Organic App Units



An experimentation mindset

Aggregated Analysis

Allocation decisions

Experiment A 

Experiment A Experiment A 

Experiment A 

Aggregated 
Analysis

Allocation 
decisions

Channel 
Experiments

Campaign  
Experiments

Ad Creative 
experiments



Thank you!

     

Feel free to reach out to us at:
Ben Sack                                     Jason Conger      
ben.sack@storemaven.com jason.conger@wooga.net


